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Abstract This paper presents a novel RGB-D SLAM algorithm for reconstructing
a 3D surface in indoor environment. The method is a submap joining based RGBD SLAM algorithm using planes as features and hence is called SJBPF-SLAM.
Two adjacent keyframes, with the corresponding small patches and planes observed
from the keyframes, are used to build a submap. Then the current submap is fused
to the global map sequentially, meanwhile the global structure is recovered gradually through plane feature associations. The use of submap significantly reduces the
computational cost during the optimization process, without losing any information
about planes and structures. The proposed method is validated using publicly available RGB-D benchmarks and obtains good quality trajectory and 3D models, which
are difficult for existing RGB-D SLAM algorithms.

1 Introduction
The indoor environment is one of the most common scenarios in robotic applications, where building a high quality map of the unknown environment in real-time
is still a challenging task for Simultaneously Localization and Mapping (SLAM).
Point-based SLAM algorithms [1, 2] have achieved much success in various environments, but it still cannot deal with environments with a large area of texture-less
planes, for example, walls, floors, and ceilings. These areas actually provide useful
information of the structure, however they are regarded as challenges in point-based
SLAM. In plane-based SLAM, the planes can help to improve the estimation of
both robot poses and surfaces. The high quality dense maps can be used in various
applications, such as robot navigation, real estate and base maps for virtual reality.
While various algorithms have been developed to make use of planes in SLAM and
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most of them can produce a relatively accurate trajectory, it is still difficult to obtain
a high quality model in a challenging indoor environment, such as long corridors
including ceilings, floors and other walls.
In this paper, we proposed a Submap Joining Based RGB-D SLAM algorithm using
Planes as Features (SJBPF-SLAM), which is more efficient than batch off-line 3D
reconstruction and more accurate than existing RGB-D SLAM algorithms. We compared our method with the state-of-the-art approaches on several publicly available
challenging datasets, which demonstrated the improvements of our method regarding the quality of both trajectory and surface estimation.
The paper is organized as follows: some related work is discussed in Section 2. The
proposed method is described in Section 3. Specifically, this comprises the local
map building in Section 3.1 and local map joining in Section 3.2. Section 4 presents
experiments and results. Section 5 concludes the paper and gives some future work
about this method.

2 Related Work
The exploitation of planes in SLAM or 3D reconstruction has been studied for years
in robotics, computer vision and computer graphics.
RGB-D SLAM. Kinect-style depth sensors provide the 3D model of the environment in a straightforward way. CPA-SLAM [3] modeled the environment with a
global plane model, which reduces the drift along with direct image alignment. In
their global model, two types of residuals are defined, one is the distance between
points to points, and the other is the distance from points to the global plane, when
the points are detected on a plane. This kind of residuals may suffer from the noise
of depth images. Kintinuous [4] and Elastic fusion [5] did not use planes explicitly. Instead, they use a frame-to-model strategy to overcome drift. Though providing large scale dense mapping, these two methods still have drift when recovering
global structures because the plane structure is not utilized directly, as shown in
Section 4. Dense planar SLAM [6] used planes as a representation of the model,
however, the planes are not included in the state vector, and thus the planes are
not optimized during map building. [7] proposed a fast place recognition algorithm
based on plane-based maps.
Visual Odometry and Monocular SLAM. Planes are explored for different applications and with various sensors. Plane-primitives are applied to provide a robust
odometry for RGB-D cameras [8]. Recent research use planes to improve the accuracy in monocular SLAM. Pop-up SLAM [10] used deep convolutional networks to
detect planes in images and demonstrated that this kind of structures could improve
both state estimation and dense mapping, especially in texture-less environments. In
[11], a structured learning algorithm was proposed to fit the reconstructed model to
the “box” structure of the room following the perspective cues. Parallel and orthogonal walls were applied to correct the odometry of the camera [12]. In monocular
scenery, the plane structure of the environment is difficult to detect, and these ap-
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proaches can only be used in limited scenes under restrictive conditions.
Off-line 3D reconstruction. [13] proposed a fine-to-coarse global registration
method. In particular, the plane association windows increase gradually during iterations and cover the whole sequence at the end of the algorithm, which is called
hierarchy optimization. As all the cost functions are computed in each step, this
method is only suitable for off-line applications. [14] made use of the labeled objects in the environment to guide the optimization and thus obtain a better global
registration. In the method, using the limit extend of one object as constraint can
significantly reduce drift and improve the global registration, however labeling objects manually for video sequences is exhausting.
Submap joining algorithm Submap based approaches have attracted the interests of researchers in recent years [15, 16, 17]. Sparse local submap joining filter (SLSJF) [16] presented a canonical and efficient submap joining algorithm that
makes use of consistent local submaps to build large scale feature-based maps. They
explored the sparse structure together with a novel state vector and applied a covariance submatrix recovery technique. [17] proved that the submap joining problem
can be formulated as a linear least square problem, and thus can be solved with a
closed form solution. All these methods used points as features.
In this paper, we use planes as features to build precise local submaps [16], and exploit the plane structures in the global map during submap joining.

3 Methodology
There are two main stages of our framework. First, we build the local submaps from
each pair of adjacent keyframes. Second, all the local submaps are joined by map
joining algorithm in a sequential manner. As shown in Figure 1, we apply a rough
visual odometry between consecutive frames. The most time consuming computations, i.e. extracting small patches and detecting planes, just occur on the keyframes,
and they can be easily distributed to parallel processes. In a local submap, small
patches improve the estimation of the pose and obtain a better image alignment.
The output of the local submap is one end pose and planes observed from the first
keyframe, which are defined in local frame of the first keyframe. In the bottom part
of Figure 1, several planes in different submaps are associated as one unique plane
in global model.

3.1 Build Local Submaps
A local submap is built on two adjacent keyframes. The input of this stage is the
keyframes Ki and Ki+1 : including the coefficients of planes observed by keyframe
Ki , small patches on the two keyframes, and a transformation from visual odometry.
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Fig. 1: Framework of the proposed algorithm. Ki denotes the keyframes, the triangles denote the poses, and small squares denote planes.

The output of this stage is a local submap: the information matrix, the optimal solution of the state vector including the pose of the keyframe Ki+1 , and the coefficients
of the planes observed from keyframe Ki . Note that, the pose of first keyframe Ki is
not in the state vector, as it defines the local frame for the submap.

3.1.1 Preprocessing
Before building the submap, small patches and planes are extracted on each keyframe.
Figure 2a presents the original color image and depth image, Figure 2b shows the
extracted small patches, the detected planes are shown in Figure 2c.
Small patch extraction. Small patches are detected from the depth images. First
we divide the depth image into n by n grids uniformly. Then a RANSAC fitting
algorithm is applied to extract the plane coefficients for each grid cell separately,
with a threshold T pa controlling the minimal number of inliers. In our algorithm, a
small patch is denoted by ω = {a, b, c, d, pc }, where {a, b, c, d} is the coefficients of
plane, and pc is the anchor point of the patch.
Plane detection. We apply a two-round clustering method to extract planes from
the depth image. First, the normal vectors of each pixel in the depth image are computed efficiently by utilizing the integral image [18], then they are classified based
on the angles between them. Second, the distances between every point to the origin
along the normal direction are calculated, and all pixels are clustered using these
distances. The points lying in a common region of the two-round clustering results
are supposed to be on a same plane. Finally, the initial values of plane coefficients
can be estimated by fitting the points on the plane.
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(a) Sample images

(b) Detected small patches
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(c) Extracted planes

Fig. 2: Preprocessing: small patches detection and plane extraction from RGB-D
images. (a) Color and depth images. (b) Detected small patches overlaid on color
image. (c) Extracted planes overlaid on point cloud.

3.1.2 Local Relative Pose
In this part, we utilized the fact that visual odometry is accurate locally although it
suffers from drift in long sequences. Fortunately, our submaps are exactly locally
defined, so the pose in a local submap should be close to the visual odometry. We
incorporate the visual odometry as information and define an error term as follows:
pmax

EL =

∑ ||R̂pm + tˆ − Rpm − t||2

(1)

m=1

where rotation matrix R̂ and translation vector tˆ are measurements from visual
odometry, R and t are rotation matrix and translation vector from state vector, points
pm are constants and uniformly selected from a unit-radius sphere and pmax is the
number of the points selected. In this way, we can avoid the direct measurements
of angles in poses and make all the errors under Euclidean distance [13][19]. In our
study the visual odometry is provided by a bundle adjustment on adjacent frames
using residuals of pixels and 3D feature positions, however any other proper visual
odometry algorithms should work for this task.

3.1.3 ICP-style Registration on Small Patches
The basic idea of this ICP-style registration is to only use small patches to do a
3D registration, with a rough visual odometry providing initial values. This kind of
registration utilizes the small patch coefficients fitted from the depth values, rather
than the point clouds transformed from the depth images, which usually suffer from
much noise from the sensor itself.
Small patches association. Patches observed on keyframe Ki+1 is transformed to
the keyframe Ki using the current estimated pose (visual odometry is used as initial
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guess in the first iteration). Then we can find the closest patches in terms of angles
i
and distance in the same coordinate frame. To make it clearer, suppose ωi+1
is a
small patch from keyframe Ki+1 , and transformed to keyframe Ki coordinates. ωi
is a small patch from keyframe Ki . We check two criterions to decide whether the
two patches are correspondence: one is the angle between the two normals, and the
other is the distance between the two patches. To boost the speed of finding correspondences, a KD-tree is created using the center point of each patch. We can easily
find several pairs of closest patches, and compare the normals within the small set of
patches, instead of computing all the distances exhaustedly. The keyframe Ki defines
the local coordinates and its pose remain unchanged during iterations, so we create
a KD-tree on the patches from this keyframe. The patch observed on keyframe Ki+1
can be used to query in the KD-tree. In this waythe KD-tree will be created only
once during optimization, despite that the pose of keyframe Ki+1 will be adjusted.
Cost function. We defined an error term as follows to minimize the distance between two corresponding patches, aiming at obtaining coplanar patches.
ES =

kmax

kmax

k=1

k=1

∑ ||(Rpc(i+1) (k) + t)T · ni + di ||2 + ∑ ||(R−1 (pci (k) − t))T · ni+1 + di+1 ||2

(2)
where rotation matrix R and translation vector t are from the estimated state vector,
{ni , di } = {ai , bi , ci , di } are the coefficients of the patch on keyframe Ki , {ni+1 , di+1 }
are the coefficients of the patch on the keyframe Ki+1 , pc(i+1) (k) is the k-th anchor
point of the patch observed on keyframe Ki+1 , pci (k) is the k-th anchor point from
the patch on keyframe Ki . kmax anchor points are selected around center point on
the patch. Briefly, this term measures the point-to-plane distance between the anchor points from left patch and the corresponding plane of right patch, and vice
versa. During iterations, the correspondences between patches from left and right
frames will be updated according to the estimated pose of right frame. Ideally, the
center points should be exactly on the corresponding planes, and can be expressed
as equation ax + by + cz + d = 0, where {a, b, c} is the unit normal of a patch, d is
the distance from the patch to the origin and {x, y, z} is the location of one anchor
point. Note that in this cost function, the relative poses are the only variables and
the coefficients of patches on both frames are considered as constants.

3.1.4 Plane to Small Patches
In this section, we describe the relationship between planes and small patches. For
the local submap built by keyframe Ki and Ki+1 , only the planes observed from
keyframe Ki are included (planes only observed from keyframe Ki+1 are incorporated in the next submap, in which Ki+1 is the start pose). These plane coefficients
are optimized both in submap building and submap joining stages.
Association between planes and small patches. The planes are associated with
small patches on the first keyframe of submap, i.e. keyframe Ki . As they are defined
under the same frame, we can compare their normals and distance without any coor-
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dinate transformations. Similar to small patches associations, we compute the angle
between the two normals, and the distance between plane and small patch. When
the angle and distance are under some threshold, the plane is associated with the
small patch. By this way, all the small patches on the plane are found.
Cost function. We defined another error term to measure the relationship between
planes and small patches. The following geometric error is minimized, aiming at
obtaining the plane coefficients.
mmax kmax

EPS =

∑ ∑ ||pTc (k) · nm + dm ||2

(3)

m=1 k=1

where pc (k) is k-th anchor point from small patches, nm = {am , bm , cm } and dm are
the coefficients of the plane Ωm , and mmax is the number of planes.
As the parameterization of planes is not a minimal representation, we define an error
term to constrain the normal of the plane to make the representation unique.
mmax

EC =

∑ ||a2m + b2m + c2m − 1||2

(4)

m=1

3.1.5 Optimization and Output of Submap
The objective function for the local submap is defined as follows:
ELM = WL EL +WS ES +WPS EPS +WC EC

(5)

where EL , ES , EPS , EC are the cost functions defined in previous sections, WL ,WS ,WPS ,WC
are the corresponding weights for each term. The function is optimized using
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) methods. The output of submap is the optimal solution of the state vector and information matrix as defined by (X̂ L , I L ), where X̂ L
(the superscript “L” stands for the local submap) is an estimate of the state vector
X L = (XcL , X1L , X2L , ..., XnL ) and I L is the corresponding information matrix, which is
computed using the estimated variables in the last iteration. The state vector contains the camera final pose XcL (the subscript “c” stands for the camera) and the
plane coefficients X1L , ..., XnL . Since only one pose and several plane coefficients are
included in a submap, the convergence of the optimization is very fast and stable.

3.2 Local Submap Joining
The input of this stage is the local submap built in the previous section. The local
submap joining algorithm merge all the local submaps in a sequential way. The
output is a global map, containing all the poses, the coefficients of the planes, and the
corresponding information matrix. The major difference between this algorithm and
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the SLSJF [16] is that we explore the global structure by associating the planes in
local submap to the structure, which utilizes planes as features not points as features.

3.2.1 The State Vector in Global Map
The global map starts from the first local submap and expands with the fusing of
them. After the fusion of 1 to j − 1 local submaps, the global map can be denoted
G , I G ), where X̂ G is an estimate of state vector X G , I G is the correby (X̂ j−1
j−1
j−1
j−1 j−1
sponding information matrix, and the superscript “G” stands for the global map.
G
The following equation gives the detail of the state vector X j−1
G
G
G
G
G
G
, . . . , X pm
)
, X p2
X j−1
= (Xc1
, Xc2
, . . . , Xc(G j−1) , X p1

(6)

where XcG are the robot poses, and X pG are the plane coefficients. When fusing a
local submap into the global map, the end pose and new planes in local submap are
added to the global map as new variables, and the planes associated with existing
planes in global map will also be incorporated. The global map will cover all the
planes and poses at the end of the fusion stage.

3.2.2 Fusion as a Least Squares Problem
We formulate the fusion of local submap with global map as a least squares problem, which takes two part of measurements as input: global map from the previous
step and current local submap to be fused.
For local submap (X̂ jL , I Lj ), we believe that the estimation of the end pose and plane
coefficients are locally accurate and can be regarded as a measurement of the true
values, with a Gaussian noise. The covariance matrix can be given by the information matrix (the inverse of information matrix is the covariance matrix)
X̂ jL = H j (X jG ) + w j

(7)

where H j is a transformation function, which transforms the variables from global
frame to current local frame using the start pose of the local submap, which is the
last pose of global map, w j is the zero-mean Gaussian “observation noise”, whose
covariance matrix is
(8)
PjL = (I Lj )−1
G , I G ) can also be regarded as measurements of the
Similarly, the global map (X̂ j−1
j−1
true values of poses and plane coefficients, with a Gaussian noise. The covariance
matrix can also be given by the information matrix. That is
G
G
X̂ j−1
= X j−1
+W j−1

(9)
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Algorithm 1: Find plane correspondence
Input: planes in local submap, planes in global submap, end pose in global map
Output: plane correspondences
1: Transform planes in global map from global to local frame.
2: Compute the covariance matrices for both features under the same frame.
3: Compute Mahalanobis distance dgl between each pair of planes.
4: If dgl < dmin , the two planes are regarded as associated.
5: Otherwise, a new plane is added as new variables in global map.

where W j−1 is the zero-mean Gaussian “observation noise”, whose covariance maG = (I G )−1 .
trix is Pj−1
j−1
From the above, the fusion of the j-th local submap to the ( j − 1)-th global map
can be formulated as a least squares problem, using all the information from the
global and the local submap. The equation below shows this weighted least squares
problem
G
G
min (X̂ jL − H j (X jG ))T I Lj (X̂ jL − H j (X jG )) + (X̂ j−1
− A j X jG )T I Gj−1 (X̂ j−1
− A j X jG ) (10)
XG
j

where A j is a matrix that extract corresponding variables from X jG , which already
G . This problem can be solved using Gauss-Newton algorithm.
exist in X̂ j−1
3.2.3 Data Association
The data association in Algorithm 1 is applied to find the plane correspondences
between local and global map. Let Ω G be a plane feature in the global map, PG is
the corresponding covariance matrix. Let Ω L be the plane feature in local submap,
PL be the corresponding covariance matrix. The plane feature in global map Ω G is
transformed to local frame of the current local submap Ω̄ G using
Ω̄ G = H(Ω G )
H(Ω G ) = ((Re )−1 nG ,te nG + d G )

(11)

G
G
where Ω G = {nG , d G }, pG
e = {Re ,te }. H(Ω ) transforms plane coefficients Ω
G
from the global frame to the local frame using the end pose of camera pe in global
map (“e” stands for end pose in global map). We then define a Mahalanobis distance:

dgl = (Ω̄ G − Ω L )T (P̄G + PL )−1 (Ω̄ G − Ω L )

(12)

where P̄G is the covariance matrix of transformed global map. Thus a proper threshold value dmin can be selected based on χ 2 distribution, such that the null hypothesis
that the two features are the same one is not rejected under some confidence level.
This procedure is repeated at every iteration.
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4 Experiments and Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our SJBPF-SLAM algorithm and compare it with the
state-of-the-art methods. Three publicly available datasets are used in the assessment: ICL-NUIM synthetic scenes [20] and Princeton University SUN3D dataset
[14] and TUM datasets [21]. The ICL-NUIM synthetic scenes have ground truth,
while the SUN3D dataset provides challenging scenes with distinct geometric structure that can be used to compare the reconstructed surfaces.
The building of local submaps is parallel in nature and thus can be distributed to
different computing units. For the submap joining algorithm, even though the state
vector grows linearly with local submap joining, the number of plane features are
limited in common scenes. At present, the entire SLAM algorithm is implemented
in MATLAB, and evaluated with an Intel Core i5-6300, 2.30GHz and 8G RAM. For
the computation time, it costs about 2s for each frame in preprocessing, about 4s to
build a submap. The submap joining is running in real-time.
We set pmax = 8, kmax = 6 for sample point selection on sphere and plane. Keyframes
are selected by measuring the movement or the number of frames reaches m = 5.
The weights in local submap building stage are set to: WPS = 1,WL = 2,WS =
1,WC = 10. The threshold T pa is set to 0.95 in our datasets. The LM algorithm
converges in 3-4 iterations for each submap. While in submap joining stage, we
don’t need to set the weights manually, the information matrix provides the information of the uncertainty and are used as the weights in the optimization. The map
joining algorithm using Gauss-Newton converges quickly in just 2 iterations.

4.1 Trajectory Estimation
In the first experiment, we evaluate the performance of our SJBPF-SLAM by comparing the results with ground truth using noisy ICL-NUIM synthetic scenes. The
trajectories from global map are compared to the ground truth trajectories. Table I
presents the results of comparison with absolute trajectory error (ATE). We compare
our SJBPF-SLAM algorithm with other state-of-the-art RGB-D SLAM systems,
including Elastic Fusion [5], Kintinuous [4], RGB-D SLAM [2], MRSMap [22],
DVO-SLAM [23], and some planar based methods: CPA-SLAM [3] and dense planar SLAM [6]. Table I shows the results of comparison with these methods. Many
systems performed not very well on some datasets, for example, the maximum error
of DVO SLAM is 0.191 (on dataset kt2), RGB-D SLAM 0.433 (on dataset kt3),
MRSMap 1.090 (on dataset kt3), Kintinuous 0.355 (on dataset kt3), Elastic Fusion
0.106 (on dataset kt3), Dense planar SLAM 0.246 (on dataset kt1), CPA SLAM performs similar as ours, however it utilizes GPU for its computation. As our SJBPFSLAM explore the global structure and benefits on the structure, the maximum error
is below most of the previous SLAM systems.
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Table 1: The RMSE of the absolute trajectory error (m) of our SJBPF-SLAM algorithm in comparison to previous methods on synthetic datasets of [20].
Systems
/Datasets
lr kt0
lr kt1
lr kt2
lr kt3

DVO
SLAM
0.104
0.029
0.191
0.152

RGB-D
SLAM
0.026
0.008
0.018
0.433

MRSMap
0.204
0.228
0.189
1.090

Kintinuo
-us
0.072
0.005
0.010
0.355

Elastic
Fusion
0.009
0.009
0.014
0.106

Dense
Planar
SLAM
0.246
0.016
N/A
N/A

CPA
SLAM
0.007
0.006
0.089
0.009

Ours
0.035
0.017
0.088
0.067

4.2 Surface Estimation
To evaluate the surface estimation performance of our approach we compared the
global map to the output of other state-of-the-art methods. As shown in Figure 3a, in
the output of batch Bundle Adjustment (BA) of [14], which does not use any plane
information, there is a gap between two walls. We evaluated our SJBPF-SLAM on
the same dataset [20], it can be seen from Figure 3b that the global structure is well
reconstructed. Figure 3c and Figure 3d show more details of the two models, which
marked the remarkable improvements of our method. We also tested our method
on TUM datasets [21], as shown in Figure 4. The models are shown with planes
highlighted. The big planes on the floor and some other artificial objects, such as
checkerboard, desks, are detected and maintained in our plane model. Figure 5a
shows the result of Kintinuous [4] on the dataset from SUN3D [14], which was
captured along a long corridor. Kintinuous failed on this challenging scene because
of tracking errors. Elastic Fusion [5] preforms well on the most part of the dataset,
but also drifts near the end of the corridor, as show in Figure 5b. Figure 5c shows
the output of our SJBPF-SLAM methods. With a global structure maintained in our
algorithm by submap joining, it helps a lot to reconstruct a precise 3D model of the
environment.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present a SJBPF-SLAM algorithm which takes advantage of planes
in man-made indoor scenes, thus could be used to build a high quality 3D model.
The algorithm is very efficient as it applied submap joining technique. The global
structure is gradually recovered by joining new submaps, which are built on local frames and thus very precise. The experiments demonstrate that the 3D model
produced by our algorithm is much better than most of the state-of-the-art RGB-D
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(a) A model from BA of [14]

(c) Details of model by [14]

(b) A model from our SJBPF-SLAM

(d) Details of the our model

Fig. 3: Surface comparison: (a) the reconstructed model of batched Bundle Adjustment from [14], (b) the reconstructed model of our SJBPF-SLAM, (c) some details
from (a), (d) some details from (b).

SLAM algorithms, and our algorithm is more efficient than off-line 3D reconstruction.
In the future, we will improve the algorithm such that it can robustly handle very
large loop closures and some dynamic objects. We will also extend the work to environments with non-planar regions and common objects in man-made scenes, such
as chairs and desks. The active perception for robust RGB-D SLAM in dynamic
environments is also our future research topic.
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